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Splash block ideas

Adam Bussey October 18, 2020 If you live in that region of the world where there is a lot of rain, it is rainy in spring and summer. It's also a good time to enhance the look of your outdoor space and add some fun by building a decorative landscape. You can do the landscape around the downspout which will
be even more beautiful when the rainwater comes down and passes through the decorative drainage. Have fun and have fun! Build a Dry Creek bed and upgrade your front yard image source here. Create an artistic mosaic of pebbles to decorate your downspout landscape Check the source of the image
here. Reuse irrigation cans and rain gutter to form a wall landscape Decorative blocks turn into a characteristic water that you can buy here. Build a decorative rain barrel with a planter See instructions step by step here. Making A Dry Creek Bed Drainage Canal for Downspouts The great tutorial for the
project above is available here. The source of the image below here. Stack flat rocks under the gutter downspout for a beautiful source of dry waterfall landscape images here. Replace the traditional downspout with rain chain will increase the design of the charm of the house sidewalk, a small side garden
under the downspout See the source here. A beautiful metal artwork adds a lot of fun touch to the Check the source downspout here. David Ludwig - ArchitectDownspout details. Note how the downspout design leaves a gap between spout and catchment area so that debris from the roof can be trapped by
the stone filter and prevented from entering the underground drainage system, Weaver BarnsThis is an 1800-square-foot urban farmhouse, it's a 3-bedroom, 2-bathroom home. If you like wooden floors, 9' ceiling and ship ride, I think you'll love this. Thomas Roszak Architecture, LLCFoto credit: Scott
McDonald @ Hedrich Blessing 7RR-Ecohome: The goal of design was to build a home for a newly married couple who have both had children from previous marriages. How to connect two families together? Design looks ahead in terms of how people live today. The house is an experiment in transparency
and solid form; removing edges and edges from the outside inside the house, and to really represent scrolling and infinite space. The floor plan of the house comes by pushing and pulling the shape of the house to maximize the courtyard and minimize the public courtyard while welcoming the sun into the
key rooms by rotating the house 45 degrees to the true north. The angular shape of the house is the result of the family program, zoning rules, lot attributes and sun path. We wanted to build a intelligent and efficient in terms of construction and energy, both in terms of building and user. We could tell a
story of how the house is built in terms of buildability, structure and fence, with a no to Japanese wooden construction in the method where the cladding is is and the exposed inner beams are positioned in the double height space. We designed the house to be smart that not only looks modern but acts
modern; every aspect of user control is simplified in a digital touch button, whether it's lights, hues, curtains, HVAC, communication, audio, video, or security. We developed a planning module based on a 6ft square room size and a 6ft wide connector called interstitial space for hallways, bathrooms, stairs
and mechanic, which keeps the rooms pure and messy. The house is 6,200 SF of livable space, as well as garage and basement gallery for a total of 9,200 SF. A large formal foyer celebrates the entrance and opens to the living, dining, kitchen and family rooms all centered around the back garden. The
east side of the second floor is the Master Wing and a central bridge connects it to the child's wing to the west. Second-floor terraces and sunscreen offer views and shade in this suburban setting. The playful mathematical grid of the house in the x, y and z axis also extends into the arrangement of trees
and hard landscapes, all too focused on a suburban lot of an acre. Many green attributes were designed at home; Ipe wood sunscreen and window shades block unwanted solar gain in summer, but allow access to the winter sun. The patio door and usable windows offer ample opportunities for natural
ventilation throughout the open plan. Minimal windows on the east and west sides to reduce heat loss in winter and unwanted gains in summer. The open plan and large expanse of windows reduce lighting needs and maximize available daylight. Skylights provide natural light to basement rooms. Durable,
low-maintenance outdoor materials include stone, ipe wood cladding and coatings, and concrete roof finishing machines. The design is based on a 2' planning grid to minimize construction waste. The foundation walls of the basement and slab are highly insulated. An FSC certified walnut wood floor was
used. Light-colored concrete roof finishers to reduce cooling loads by up to 15%. The 2x6 frame allows for greater insulation and energy savings. Super efficient windows have units filled with low-E argon gas and thermally insulated aluminum frames. Permeable brick and stone finishing machines reduce
the runoff of the site's stormy waters. Ceilings use recycled composite materials. Energy star ovens and smart thermostats are located throughout the house to minimize duct runs and avoid leakage of Energy-Star rated boiler that heats both radiant floors and domestic hot water. Low flow toilets and
plumbing are used to store water use. No VOC finishing options and direct ventilation fireplaces maintain high indoor air quality. The smart home system controls lighting, HVAC and shades to better manage energy use. The hydraulic system passes through internal walls reducing the chances of heat loss
and freezing problems. A large food pantry has been placed next to the kitchen to reduce travel the grocery store. The home office reduces the need for automotive transit and the associated CO2 footprint. The plan allows for aging in place, with guest suites that can become the master suite, without the
need to move as family members mature. Somerville, MA - New façade on BlockUGUYS Development LLCThat that was previously a tired and beaming old house was gutted to the studs and received a full overhaul (including a small addition in the form of a facelift). The different depths of the new front
façade give its multidimensional appearance. The natural tones of light western red cedar and shaker-profiled PVC were at odds with black sheet metal roof lines and black framed windows. An oversized ipe deck stays true to the natural tonic theme, and the lavender front door gives a splash of color-pop.
The traditional roof lines and architectural touches allowed us to stand out from the houses in the neighborhood without clashing. A well-landscaped front courtyard adds symmetry and completes one of the city's most eye-catching facades. all photos of New Façade on the Block by Fred LightSomerville,
MA - New Façade on the BlockUGUYS Development LLCThat that was previously a tired and lean old house was gutted to the studs and received a full overhaul (including a small addition in the form of a facelift). The different depths of the new front façade give its multidimensional appearance. The
natural tones of light western red cedar and shaker-profiled PVC were at odds with black sheet metal roof lines and black framed windows. An oversized ipe deck stays true to the natural tonic theme, and the lavender front door gives a splash of color-pop. The traditional roof lines and architectural touches
allowed us to stand out from the houses in the neighborhood without clashing. A well-landscaped front courtyard adds symmetry and completes one of the city's most eye-catching facades. photo by Fred LightA Small Retreat of OceanCastanes Architects PSThe endless beach that borders the Pacific
Ocean is surprisingly sparse but beautiful with gently sloping hills and yellow flowers moving with the wind. Inspiration for a small one-story contemporary outdoor renovation in Seattle with a hut roofHufftThe Porch House located just west of Springfield, Missouri, presented Hufft Projects with a unique
challenge. Customers wanted a residence that referred to the traditional forms of farmhouses but also spoke of something decidedly modern. A hybrid building has emerged and porch house welcomes visitors with its namesake: a large ten-foot canopy canopy facing east and south that offers dramatic
coverage. The residence also offers views of the wide river valley to the south. L-shaped, the house's master suite is located in the western leg and is insulated from other privacy features. The living room, dining room and kitchen the southern and more traditional side of the house with its large vaulted
ceilings. A fireplace dots this area and features a granite-clad fireplace inside and an outdoor fireplace that expresses a block of concrete with a split face. Photo Credit: Mike SinclairSomerville, MA - New façade on BlockUGUYS Development LLCThat that was previously a tired and beaming old house
was gutted to the studs and received a full overhaul (including a small addition in the form of a facelift). The different depths of the new front façade give its multidimensional appearance. The natural tones of light western red cedar and shaker-profiled PVC were at odds with black sheet metal roof lines and
black framed windows. An oversized ipe deck stays true to the natural tonic theme, and the lavender front door gives a splash of color-pop. The traditional roof lines and architectural touches allowed us to stand out from the houses in the neighborhood without clashing. A well-landscaped front courtyard
adds symmetry and completes one of the city's most eye-catching facades. photo by Fred LightARCH406Copy of Phil Bell's Tail. The photo depicts columns of decorative external trunks with wooden thorns. The chain is a rain chain connected to the house's gutter system, and the natural sandstone
boulder acts as a splash block.r.o.i. DesignWorking with Bruce Heys, r.o.i. The design has created all the designs for renovation, exterior and interior. Example of a modern design outside a mid-century black top in Grand RapidsAddition,2013 Chrysalis Award South Region Winner, Addition Under
$100,000Michael Nash Design, Build &amp; HomesYoung couple with two young people lived in 1970 Rambler in Arlington. As their children grew up and their nanny moved in, they all needed more space, bigger kitchen and better space for the kids.  The existing kitchen was 10'x10' adjacent to the
dining room about the same size  Old wardrobes, vinyl floor and olive green appliances no longer made this kitchen a happy place to return home  The back wall of solid blocks and brick and inner plaster walls where all the great challenges to eliminate and open the place  A narrow corridor leading to
the bedroom was one of their main concerns and hard to overcome. Since the traffic route to get to the kitchen was difficult  In a few consultation sessions we all agreed to bump into the entire kitchen and dining room on the back wall and move the kitchen into a new addition  This required breaking
through a huge amount of ash and brick blockage, levelling most of the courtyard to reach the desired grade level the addition and the rear deck  In the past the only way out to the courtyard was through a single back staircase door and it was a big problem for them  With a new corner wall we placed a
large kitchen French leading to the door in the rear deck area  The old corridor wall has down and got wider and new path from the open-plan front-plan kitchen and dining room was put in place  Another big challenge for this job was to perform heating and cooling, as well as plumbing in a kitchen area 
The new kitchen had tall wardrobes a nice cherry finish with a large window above the sink area leading a lot of light to the back.  New island with seating has contributed to the addition of workspace and more storage space  Many recessed lights and a stone rear splash have made the project even



more attractive  A new wooden floor has been put in place and the entire Living Room, Dining room and kitchen has been polished and finished to unify the space and create a seamless connection  A large wooded bridge over the whole the back was a place where the children played and the couple
retired and grilled their afternoons
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